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[Audio CD Library Edition in vinyl case][Read by Orson Scott Card, Heather Cogswell, Gabrielle
De Cuir, Kirby Heyborne, Stephen Hoye, Stefan Rudnicki, Mirron Willis]A 1996 Locus Award
Winner for Best Fantasy NovelAlvin is a Maker, the first to be born in a century. Now a grown
man and a journeyman smith, Alvin has returned to his family in the town of Vigor Church. He will
share in their isolation, work as a blacksmith, and try to teach anyone who wishes to learn the
knack of being a Maker. For Alvin has had a vision of the Crystal City he will build, and he knows
that he cannot build it alone. But he has left behind in Hatrack River enemies as well as true
friends. His ancient foe, the Unmaker, whose cruel whispers and deadly plots have threatened
Alvin's life at every turn, has found new hands to do his work of destruction.

''Card brings to building this world and his large cast of well-wrought characters formidable
scholarship in history, religion, and folklore . . . we are talking about the most important work of
American fantasy since Stephen Donaldson's original 'Thomas Covenant' trilogy.'' --Chicago
Sun-Times''This superb and welcome book continues the saga at the same high level as
before . . . [The Tales of Alvin Maker] promises to be [Card's] most notable creation.'' --
Booklist''With delicacy and insight, incorporating folk tales and folk magic with mountain lore and
other authentic details, Orson Scott Card has evoked a different vision of America as it might
have been.'' --Greensburg Tribune-Review''Just when you think you know what a writer has up
his sleeve, he surprises you with a pair of aces. Orson Scott Card is that kind of writer . . . [he]
uses language in these novels like never before . . . his descriptions bring the magic alive for the
reader.'' --Indianapolis News''The best fantasy series now in progress.'' --Publishers
WeeklyAbout the AuthorORSON SCOTT CARD, the author of the New York Times bestseller
Ender's Game, has won several Hugo and Nebula awards for his works of speculative fiction.
His 'Ender' novels are widely read by adults and younger readers and are increasingly used in
schools. Besides these and other science fiction novels, Card writes contemporary fantasy,
biblical novels, the American frontier fantasy series 'The Tales of Alvin Maker', poetry, and many
plays and scripts. He currently lives in Greensboro, North Carolina, with his family.
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Mathew B. Coalson, “American myth re-imagined. It's a fun series. The books are simple fun.
Card has tapped into some cultural stereotypes and collective dreams that most Americans
harbor, or are at least aware of, then he takes those dreams and weaves them into stories. I've
heard an interview with Card where he mentions Isaac Asimov as one of his greatest influences
and he mentions that he believes that Asimov was one of the best writers in Science Fiction.I
don't agree. And I don't think that Card's writing style is inventive or his narration compelling for
itself. He speaks as plainly as the country-folk he idolizes (and sometimes demonizes) in these
books. That said I've read most of Asimov's science fiction work and several of his works that
aren't science fiction and the same holds true for Card's writing. It's easy. It's fun. And it touches
something in my psyche that is a bit like holding onto my favorite teddy bear when I was still
knee-high to a grasshopper.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Alvin Maker - A Good Yarn. A really, really imaginative, capturing tale of
how Our Country might have been in a parallel dimension. Slight change in place names,
historical characters with just a bit of a twist of the history found in text books, added to folk lore
and magick; Creates a new story unlike any tall tale of the old frontier you will ever have heard
before. Delightful, humorous, heavy with love, the strength of family ties and small town bravery.
This novel comes straight from the heart of Orson Scott Card. I can't wait to continue on to the
next sequel. I truly care about Alvin, Peggy, Taleswapper, Arthur Stuart, and TenskaTawa, the
Red Prophet and his people.  THAT is the measure of a great story., in my humble opinion.”

Shayde, “Thumbs up.. Bought this as addition to an old book I bought for myself in the late 80's. I
read and enjoyed the first book, "Seventh Son" as a young man. I now have a teen Daughter
who is quite the avid reader of SciFi/Fantasy books like I was. I dug "Seventh Son" out of storage
and she really liked it. So for Christmas, she now owns mu old copy and I bought ALL the other
books in the series for her. She was very happy to be able to continue the story. One of my few
Christmas gift successes.”

J&M, “but the character development is great. The setting is something of an alternate
universe .... Such a unique story. It takes a bit to get into these books, but the character
development is great. The setting is something of an alternate universe where historical
characters are meshed into the same timeline and some have superpowers called "knacks." It
isn't a fast paced book, but a good story about the protagonist pursuing a dream.”

OmniCT, “Alvin Journeyman - Book 3 in the Alvin Maker Series. Orson Scott Card's personal
belief system drives this novel (and series). Regardless of whether your own beliefs coincide
with his, this is a "can't put down" book. If just a few, small things were different in our makeup
and history, Card's world would be the one in which we might find ourselves. He makes you care



about his characters; makes you want to know what happens to them.”

Jo Clarke, “Great series, 4 of 7. Part four of the seven Alvin Maker series by Orson Scott Card so
if you get this one, make sure you get all the rest. Great read but you have to be a fan of Mr.
Card.”

Jan Nerenberg, “Great story. Found the first Alvin Maker book in an old box and have been
hooked ever since. The series is entertaining for Young Adults as well as intriguing for the adult
reader. Although a story, Card presents much to think about in our own very real world.”

Robin Bynum, “great book. Much like the previous Maker books, the author manages to inject
the colloquialism and quaintness of all that is Americana, while at the same time sounding
profound and wise in virtually every paragraph. Concurrently, the heartwarming story of a young
man on the path to greatness, and those that would share his life with him, it is truly touching.”

Janette, “unexpected.. A surprising, unexpected idea. Interesting enough to make me purchase
the sequel.”

RoyBro, “Great Series. Although I haven't read the entire series yet I consider Scott Card's
writing to be just as good, if not better, than in his Ender's Game series. Although Scott Card
uses the history of mid nineteenth century america as a backdrop for his characters, he
transforms this society and the resulting history by introducing the notion that America is the
battleground for a fundamental conflict between the forces of mankind that oppose entropy and
those within our species that, for very selfish reasons, support entropy. Scott Card leaves the
question of whether the fundamental force is the devil or entropy unanswered through book IV
but something devilish is definitely occurring in the world in which Alvin Journeyman find
himself. Ender is the saviour of mankind in Ender's Game and his supporting cast helps him
fight the alien invaders. Here, Alvin is mankind's saviour and he develops a supporting cast of
his own to help him fight not only 'entropy' by creating a society of makers, but entropy's minions
on earth, an equally interesting cast of characters that includes his own brother Calvin. A great
read with a myriad of great characters!”

Philly, “Five Stars. Awesome book”

The book by Jack Alexander has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 171 people have provided feedback.
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